Ask us*

Long-term stability of maxillary expansion

Q Is there evidence that maxillary expansion obtained with fixed or removable expansion appliances is stable in the long term (>1 year postretention from fixed appliances)?

A There is only second-level evidence that maxillary expansion obtained with fixed expansion appliances is stable in the long term. There is only weak indirect evidence of long-term expansion stability with the use of removable maxillary expansion appliances.

Maxillary expansion, with fixed or removable expansion appliances, is a common orthodontic treatment. It is primarily used for the correction of posterior crossbites as a result of reduced maxillary width.1 Maxillary expansion is particularly important in eliminating mandibular functional shift, a finding commonly associated with deficient maxillary arch width in early dentition development that can have undesirable consequences on facial symmetry,2 and possibly temporomandibular joint function,3 if left untreated. Other applications suggested in the orthodontic literature include increasing arch perimeter in the absence of posterior crossbite to facilitate nonextraction edgewise treatment,4 and improving Class II interarch relationships by a spontaneous mandibular growth or positioning response to maxillary expansion.5

The increase in the transverse dimension of the maxillary arch by using expansion appliances is indisputable.6 The short-term treatment effects are both dental and skeletal, resulting in significant gains in maxillary intermolar width and maxillary perimeter arch width postexpansion. The long-term change in the maxillary transverse dimension posttreatment (ie, the amount of expansion remaining with time) is less well established, particularly in relation to expected transverse changes with growth in untreated persons with normal occlusion.7,8

Systematic reviews and meta-analyses are evidence-based tools that use systematic literature searches, quality assessments and data extraction measures to summarize the literature for a particular treatment effect. They reduce bias in data interpretation. The Council on Scientific Affairs (COSA) used an evidence-based approach to the question of long-term stability of the maxillary transverse dimension changes associated with fixed or removable expansion appliances. A search of the literature for meta-analyses and systematic reviews via PubMed and Google Scholar, with the key words palatal expansion, maxillary expansion, rapid maxillary expansion, and slow maxillary expansion, was conducted. Eight articles that surveyed the literature between 1979 and January 2005 were found.9-16

All 9 COSA members independently read and interpreted these 8 articles. Based on these systematic reviews and meta-analyses, all COSA members unanimously concluded that6-9,12-15,16 of the 8 articles were equivocal or inconclusive or, at best, provided weak indirect evidence for long-term stability of maxillary expansion with either fixed or removable expansion appliances. Design and method flaws in the trials reviewed in these 6 articles include no long-term data, no control samples, small sample sizes, bias, confounding variables, no method or error analyses, no statistical analyses, and no retention protocol.

Of the 2 remaining articles, all 9 COSA members agreed that 1 systematic review (evaluating long-term stability by using skeletal landmarks on radiographs14) provided weak or secondary evidence of long-term skeletal expansion stability with fixed expansion appliances, mainly because only one study met the inclusion criteria for this systematic review. All 9 COSA members agreed that the final systematic review (evaluating the stability of dental-arch expansion with dental casts13) provided evidence of long-term stability of dental-arch expansion. Because the 2 qualifying studies in this systematic review were not randomized controlled clinical trials, the scientific evidence is not the highest level attainable.

In this final article, Lagravere et al13 systematically reviewed the literature on the long-term dental-arch changes associated with rapid maxillary expansion treatment. They searched for controlled clinical trials that included long-term dental-arch evaluations from posteroanterior radiographs or dental casts. Long-term evaluation was defined as expansion remaining after more than 1 year postretention. Inclusion and exclusion criteria resulted in only 3 controlled clinical trials, each of which used Haas-type rapid maxillary expansion appliances. Two of these trials compared long-term changes on dental casts with untreated controls: a retrospective trial for an adult treatment sample and a prospective trial for an adolescent treatment sample. Based on the analyses of these data, the authors concluded that between 3.7 (adolescent treatment) and 4.8 mm (adult treatment) of expansion remained in the long term compared with the controls. The third study measured long-term changes on posteroanterior radiographs against untreated controls, but without statements of retention protocol. The authors commented, “Therefore, caution should be exercised in the interpretation of the long-term (expansion) effects according to cephalometric analysis. . . . Cephalometric measurements regarding inter-molar width change are subject to magnification effect and without knowledge of the magnification factor cannot be compared directly with model measurements.”13

The question that COSA sought to specifically answer was whether maxillary expansion is stable in the long term. In the end, the evidence-based answer to this question comes from 1 retrospective controlled trial or adult subjects and 1
prospective controlled trial of adolescent subjects. In the adolescent study, posterior crossbite was not an initial condition for any subject. In the adult study, 83% of the subjects began expansion therapy with a posterior crossbite. The evidenced-based answer pertains to these conditions. There remains a lack of evidence from controlled trials for long-term stability of maxillary expansion in adolescents when posterior crossbite is the pretreatment condition.

Does this mean that maxillary expansion with fixed or removable expanders is ineffective? Absolutely not! Rather, it means that additional controlled trials are needed to add to our knowledge of long-term expansion stability. Future trials should include well-defined retention protocols and untreated control groups to factor out normal transverse changes of growth. Randomized trials are desirable because they produce the highest level of scientific evidence for treatment evaluation. Yet they are used rarely in orthodontics. The reasons for this might be ethical (denying patients the right to influence treatment choice) and practical (difficulty amassing large sample sizes and controls with similar malocclusions). For instance, designing a trial for long-term stability of posterior crossbite correction requires following a control group of untreated subjects with posterior crossbite. Thus, at present, orthodontists must accept that there are treatments for this might be ethical (denying patients the right to influence treatment choice) and practical (difficulty amassing large sample sizes and controls with similar malocclusions). For instance, designing a trial for long-term stability of posterior crossbite correction requires following a control group of untreated subjects with posterior crossbite. Thus, at present, orthodontists must accept that there are treatments which may be effective, but for which a high level of evidence may not be found.
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